
 

 

Aftercare Advice Information 
 

Scalp Bleach Service 
 

A scalp bleach service is a high maintenance service. In order to ensure your bleach looks fresh and clean, you 
need to have your regrowth reapplied every 4-6 weeks (depending on how fast your hair grows). Your regrowth 
should be no longer that 0.5 inches long (12.7mm). If you have left it longer than this then be prepared to pay 
more for your service as the application will take longer to avoid the colour having a warm band running though 
the hair. 
 
Bleach is a corrosive chemical product and we always follow health & safety and manufacturers guidelines. After 
having your hair bleached it is normal for your scalp to feel tight and sensitive. You may also experience a red 
scalp and hairline. On some clients white spots can also appear on the scalp. This does all settle down after a day 
or two, however please contact us if you have any concerns. 
 
As discussed on consultation our bleaching services include a bond builder (we use Goldwell bond-pro+) in the 
price to give added protection throughout the development process. Toners are an additional charge as they 
depend on the desired result. Toners are designed to gradually fade out of the hair and this varies from client to 
client as no two heads are the same. If you want your bleach to keep looking super fresh then we recommend you 
book in for a top up toner in-between appointments. 
 
Home hair care maintenance. 
We will only recommend professional products to use on your hair. Bleach degrades the internal structure of the 
hair, so without professional products we cannot guarantee hair condition. 
 
If you chose to use a highly pigmented shampoo or conditioner (blue or purple) not recommended by us, these 
can build up on your hair and may interfere with your result next time you have your hair bleached. They can also 
make blonde hair look dull in appearance. 
 
Also be aware that heated styling equipment can cause further damage to the condition of bleached hair and can 
cause discolouration. Try and limit the use of heated equipment and always use a heat protector product.  
 
Recommended home-care products. 
We offer a wide range of Goldwell and KMS products that your stylist will discuss with you. These are just some 
of our product range that are designed for blonde hair. 
 
Hair in good condition 
 
To keep your blonde looking cooler: 
 
Blondes & Highlights shampoo and Conditioner. 
Blondes & Highlights 60 second treatment. 
Color revive Icy or cool blonde treatment. 
Goldwell Soft Color (semi-permanent). 
 
To keep your blonde looking warmer: 
 
DualSenses Colour or Colour Extra Rich shampoo and conditioner 
DualSenses Colour or Colour Extra Rich 60 second treatment 
Color Revive warm blonde 
Goldwell Soft Color (semi-permanent). 
 
Hair in compromised condition 
 
Kerasilk reconstruct shampoo and conditioner 
Kerasilk reconstruct mask 
 
* we would highly recommend an in-salon top up toner.  
 
* KMS thermae-shape 2-in-1 spray. 


